To,

The AJG International
BMS, 10, Plaza Cinema Bldg.,
Connaught Place, New Delhi-11 001

SUB: Extension of contract for booking of accommodation at Hotels for the officials of ESIC during official tours - regarding.

Sir,

This is in continuation to this office earlier letter of even No. dated 04/01/2011 vide which extension for the period from 01/01/2011 to 31/03/2011 was conveyed for booking of Hotels for the officials of ESIC during Official tours.

In this context, it is further informed that the period of agreement may be treated as extended from 01/04/2011 to 04/05/2011 on previous terms and conditions.

Yours faithfully,

(VIJAY BOKOLIA)
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(G)

COPY TO;

Information System Division, Hqrs. office with the request to upload this letter on the website of ESIC.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(G)

WCD (103)
16/6/2011

Dated: 16/06/2011